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Pentagram leather w/ cord
Celtic Cross leather w/ Latch
Hand tooled blank leather
Hand tooled lined leather
journal with an embossed
journal with embossed with
double pentacles on both
an Celtic Cross and delicate
leather covers. Border
knotwork. Border embossembossing may vary. Sizes
ing may vary. Size may
vary slightly. Leather, handvary slightly. Leather, handmade paper. 240 pages, cord
made paper. 192 pages,

Leather

$16.95

BBBC361

$16.95

BBBCC

Double Dragon leather w/ cord
Evil Eye Embossed leather w/ cord
God’s Eye leather w/ cord
Hand tooled blank leather
Blank leather journal,
This leather-bound journal
journal with embossed
embossed with a Hamsa
possesses a polished stone
double dragons. Each is
hand and blue circled stone,
embedded into its front
unique. Border embossdepicting the all seeing eye,
cover, allowing you to
ing may vary. Sizes and
or Evil Eye, for protection.
charge the stone with enerleather shades vary slightly.
Having tooled front edge
gies and help secure your
Leather, handmade paper.
corners, with attached wrap
book of shadows or dream

$23.95

BBBCD57

$16.95

BBBCEE

$26.95

BBBCGEM

Triquetra leather w/ Latch
Heart leather w/ cord
Celtic Mandala leather w/ cord
Hand tooled lined leather
This Heart leather blank
This Celtic Mandela leather
journal with embossed with
book, cover has a beautiful
blank book, is centered with
an Triquetra and delicate
centered embossed heart,
a tooled embossed encircled
spiral knotwork. Border
bordered with Celtic design
Mandela, bordered with
embossing may vary. Size
tooling. The back cover is
Celtic design tooling. The
may vary slightly. Leather,
adorned with flowers in the
back cover has a beautiful
handmade paper. 192
center of a triangle pattern.,
embossed pattern, it’s spine

$16.95

BBBCH

Om leather w/ cord
This blank leather journal has a centered tooled
embossed Om adorned on
it’s front cover, with Celtic
designed border edging. It
displays a large centered
tooled embossed, encircled

$14.95

BBBCOM

$14.95

BBBCHT

$14.95

BBBCKM

Pentagram leather w/ cord
Pentagram leather w/ cord
Hand tooled lined leather
Hand tooled lined leather
journal with embossed
journal with embossed ininterwoven pentagram &
terwoven pentacle & flower.
flower. Border embossing
Border embossing may
may vary. Size may vary
vary. Size may vary slightly.
slightly. Leather, handmade
Leather, handmade paper.
paper. 250 pages, cord clo240 pages and 5” x 7”,

$45.95

BBBCP710

$23.95

BBBCPEN

Sacred Oak Tree leather w/cord
Triple Moon Stone Embossed leather w/ cord Triple Moon Pentagram leather w/ cord
Inscribed into the handThis Triple Moon blank
This Triple Moon blank
tooled surface of this leather
leather journal, is garnished
leather journal, is embossed
blank book is the Sacred
with moonstone inside it’s
with a Pentagram within
Oak Tree, celebrating nature
center full moon, encircled
the center of the center full
and the path it offers to
by leather woven stitching,
moon, crescent moons on
other worlds of discovery
with the embossed crescent
top and bottom, it’s border
and mysticism. 240 unlined
moons on top and bottom,
are designed with Celtic

$23.95

BBBCSOT

$16.95

BBBCTM

$14.95

BBBCTMP

Tree of Life leather w/ cord
Pentagram leather w/ cord
Eye of Horus leather w/ Latch
This Tree of Life leather
This leather blank book,
Hand tooled lined leather
blank book, is centered with
is centered with a tooled
journal with embossed
a tooled embossed tree,
embossed encircled Penwith the Eye Of Horus and
bordered with Celtic design
tagram, bordered with
delicate knotwork. Border
tooling. The back cover has
Celtic design tooling. The
embossing may vary. Size
beautiful embossed tooling,
back cover has a beautiful
may vary slightly. Leather
it’s spine edge has attractive
embossed pattern, it’s spine
with an aged textured

$14.95

BBBCTOL

$14.95

BBBCWP

Embossed leather w/ key
This blank leather journal
is handsomely stitched
around each of its outer
edges, the front and back
ciders are adorned with
embossed, with beautiful
designs tooled within it’s

Fairy Moon leather w/ latch
For the whimsical at heart,
the Small Fairy Moon
leather blank book features
the hand-tooled image
of a fairy, sitting within
the crescent of the moon
as though it were a great

$26.95

$31.95

BBBK807

BBBL276

$16.95

BBBEOH

Stone Eye leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with an embossed
God’s Eye and embedded
stone on the front cover
and varied designs on the
rear. Border embossing may
vary. Sizes vary slightly.

$28.95

BBBL286
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Tree of Life leather w/ latch
Stone Eye leather w/ latch
Wolf Moon leather w/ latch
A pocket sized 3 1/2” x 5”
Hand tooled blank leather
Hand tooled blank leather
leather journal with a lock
journal with an embossed
journal with an embossed
plated in brass. Contains120
God’s Eye & embedded
Wolf howling at the Cresunlined pages, (made from
stone. Border embosscent Moon. Handmade goat leather). Due to weathing may vary. Sizes vary
sizes vary slightly. Leather,
er and age some latches
slightly. Leather, handmade
handmade paper. 240
have corrosion.
paper. 220 pages, latch
pages, latch closure. 5” x 7”,

$18.95

BBBL360

$18.95

BBBL367

$24.95

BBBL431

Unicorn leather w/ latch
7 Stone leather w/ 3 latch
Celtic Cross leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
A massive tome with three
A simple but handsome
journal with an embossed
latches to keep it closed and
leather journal closed with a
Unicorn on both of the
a line of 7 Chakra stones
simple metal latch, Conleather covers. Border
running down the front
tains 120 pages of blank,
embossing may vary. Sizes
over the simple mandala
handmade, linen parchment
vary slightly. Leather, handcentered on the cover. Empaper. 5” x 7”, (made from
made paper. 280 pages,
bossing at the edge and on
goat leather).

$24.95

BBBL546

Triquetra leather w/ latch
Triquetra 2 Color Leather
Embossed Journal with
Handmade Linen Parchment Paper. Comes with
a metal lock closure.168
pages. 5” x 7”, (made from
goat leather).

$31.95

BBBL636

Brown Pentagram leather w/ latch
Pentagram Brown Leather
Embossed Journal with
Handmade Linen Parchment Paper. Comes with a
metal closure. Unlined 168
pages. 5” x 7”, (made from
goat leather).

$26.95

BBBL642

Moon Goddess leather w/ latch
This leather blank book,
has a beautifully tooled,
embossed, Moon Goddess with an eight pointed
star above her head, that
centers between her long
wings. The back cover is

$25.95

BBBL723

$122.95

BBBL612

$25.95

BBBL614

green Tree of Life Leather w/ latch
Green Leather Embossed
Journal with a Tree of Life
Design with Handmade
Linen Parchment Paper.
Comes with a metal lock
closure. 168 pages. 5” x 7”,
(made from goat leather).

Black Pentagram leather w/ latch
Black Pentagram Leather
Embossed Journal with
Handmade Linen Parchment Paper. Comes with
a metal lock closure. 168
pages. 5” x 7”, (made from
goat leather).

$24.95

$26.95

BBBL637

BBBL641

Chakra leather w/ latch
Triquetra leather w/ latch
This beautiful Leather
This leather blank book,
Embossed Journal with 7
has a black background,
Chakra stones is a great
that compliments the green
way to display your writing
embossed tooling, it’s center
or drawing skills! Makes
is adorned with a green
a great display as well.
Triquetra, that are edged
Comes with 400 pages of
and bordered with designed

$80.95

BBBL675

$30.95

BBBL721

Pentagram leather w/ latch
Black/Silver Leather Embossed Owl Journal
This leather blank book, has
This leather blank book, has
a black background, that
a black background, that
compliments the intricate
compliments the intricate
silver tooling and embosssilver tooling and embossing, it’s front covered is
ing of a night owl, perched
adorned with a centered
on a limb on it’s front cover.
Pentagram that has having
The back cover is fully

$30.95

BBBL737

$30.95

BBBL738

All Knowing Eye Journal
An attractive, embossed
stitched, sacred eye journal
with a binding wrap that
overlaps under its front
cover, with single metal
bronze colored latch, for
keeping its pages safe.

Sacred Eye Journal
An attractive, embossed
stitched, sacred eye journal
with a binding wrap that
overlaps under its front
cover, with single metal
bronze colored latch, for
keeping its pages safe.

Maiden Mother Moon leather w/ latch
This leather blank book,
with unlined pages, is
centered with a embossed
Maiden Mother &amp;
Moon, having tooled embossed borders. The back
cover has beautiful em-

$31.95

$31.95

$25.95

BBBL741

BBBL742

BBBL799

7 Chakra Embossed leather w/ latch
Wolf & Tree of Life leather w/ latch
Unicorn leather w/ latch
Perfect leather journal with
This attractive leather
This attractive leather blank
a unique symbol in center
blank book, has a beautibook, is adorned with a
depicting the 7 chakra signs.
fully tooled front cover,
unicorn on front and back
Design on front and back
embossed with a Tree that is
cover, on the front cover the
cover with a latch closure.
front center, a pair of howlunicorn is centered within
5” x 7” journal with 200
ing wolfs at the base of its
an oval , with 4 Celtic knots
pages of tree free organic
trunk, an arch is embossed
above and bellow, and

$16.95

BBBL7CH

$24.95

BBBL803

$25.95

BBBL805
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Tree of Life leather w/ latch
Celtic Wolf & Moon leather w/ latch
This attractive leather blank
Celtic Wolf and Moon Embook, is black base with
bossed Leather Journal, 5
leather red colored stitchx 7 inches. Comes with 120
ing around its outer edge
pages of Handmade Linen
binding, with a Tree of Life
Parchment paper.
of same color embossed on
front center of cover, the

$25.95

BBBL806

$25.95

BBBL851

$27.95

$25.95

BBBL887

$27.95

BBBL937

$25.95

BBBL940

$27.95

BBBL884

Tree of Life & Wolves leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with an embossed
Tree of live along with
two wolves at its base, and
Celtic Knotwork accents.
Handmade - sizes vary
slightly. Leather, handmade

$25.95

BBBL890

BBBL892

Celtic Heart leather w/ latch
Jesus leather w/ latch
Beautiful Celtic heart on the
Depiction of Jesus is beauticover of this leather journal.
fully displayed on the cover
Wonderful Celtic framing
and with a Celtic cross on
around this journal. 5” x
the back. Latch closure to
7” leather journal with 240
keep all your writing safe.
unlined pages.
5” x 7” leather journal with
240 unlined pages.

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

BBBL938

Red Shield leather w/ latch
Chakra leather w/ latch
This is a medieval shield
This is a simple yet powerdesign on the front of this
ful design on this Chakra
sharp looking journal.
leather journal. Celtic knot
Smooth black leather with a
design along with the
unique double latch closure
chakra symbols on front
to keep all your writting
and back. 5”x7” unlined
private.
journal with latch closure.

$29.95

BBBL850

Celtic Wolf leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with an die cut
Celtic Wolf and knotwork
border. Handmade - sizes
vary slightly. Leather, handmade paper. 240 pages,
latch closure. 5” x 7”, (made

BBBL883

Ying Yang leather w/ latch
Goddess leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with an embossed
journal with an embossed
Ying Yang, and Celtic
Spiral Goddess, and Celtic
Knotwork in corners. HandKnotwork border. Handmade - sizes vary slightly.
made - sizes vary slightly.
Leather, handmade paper.
Leather, handmade paper.
240 pages, latch closure.
240 pages, latch closure.
Sunflower leather w/ latch
Bright and cheerful this
sunflower leather journal.
The mustard yellow brings
about a brightness as you
open this journal and fill
it with your thoughts. 5” x
7” leather journal with 240

$27.95

BBBL835

4 Turquoise Stones leather w/ latch
Celtic Knot leather w/ latch
4 Turquoise Stone EmHand tooled blank leather
bossed and Stitched Leather
journal with an die cut
Journal, 5x7 inches with
Celtic Knot and stylish
metal lock. Comes with 12
knotwork border. Handpages of Handmade Parchmade - sizes vary slightly.
ment Paper.
Leather, handmade paper.
240 pages, latch closure.

$30.95

2 Lapis Stones leather w/ latch
2 Lapis Stone Embossed and
Stitched Leather Journal, 5
x 7 inches with metal lock.
Comes with 120 pages of
Handmade Linen Parchment Paper.

BBBL939

Dream Catcher Embossed leather w/ latch
Blank Dream Catcher leather journal, embossed tooled
border edging corners, with
metal latch to protect it’s
pages and contend. The
spine edge are adorned
with a nice cross-stitch

$16.95

BBBL941

BBBLDC

Tree of Life Embossed leather w/ latch
Double Dragon leather w/ latch
Flower of Life Embossed leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
Hand tooled blank leather
Light colored tan leather
journal with an embossed
journal with twin dragons
journal with beautiful FlowTree of Life &amp; Celtic
twined together. Border
er of Life design. Design on
Knotwork. Border embossembossing may vary. Sizes
both sides of this journal
ing may vary. Sizes vary
vary slightly. Leather, handwith unique cord binding.
slightly. Leather, handmade
made paper. 240 pages,
5” x 7” journal with latch
paper. 180 pages, latch
latch closure. 5” x 7”, (made
closure, filled with 100%

$16.95

BBBLDKR

$25.95

$16.95

BBBLDRAD

Four Elements Journal
God’s Eye Embossed leather w/ latch
Lotus journal
Beautifully illustrated
Hand tooled blank leather
throughout with images
journal with varied embossof the four elements, this
ing &amp; embedded stone.
elegant journal offers an inBorder embossing may
valuable guide to the charvary. Size may vary slightly.
acteristics and symbolism
Leather, handmade paper.
associated with earth, wa200 pages, latch closure,

$18.95

BBBLFOUE

$16.95

BBBLGODE

BBBLFL

Let the sacred lotus inspire
you through your day as
you make lists, take notes,
or write your heart out. Stay
inspired everywhere you
go: from mornings at the
yoga studio to evenings in

$18.95

BBBLLOT
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Mindful Traveler Journal
Owl leather w/ latch
The Mindful Traveler is the
This leather blank book,
perfect companion for those
has a beautifully tooled,
searching for the deeper
embossed, owl with an
meaning in their adveneight at front center. The
tures. Sprinkled throughout
back cover is fully emwith thoughtful prompts
bossed with diagonal style
and meditations, the journal
tooling design, it’s spine

$16.99

BBBLMINT

$14.95

BBBLOWL

Pentagram leather w/ latch
1842 Poetry leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with a Pentagram
journal with unadorned
decorated with various
cover and hand stitched
tools and symbols of Witchedging. Sizes vary slightly.
craft. Border & rear embossLeather, handmade paper.
ing may vary. Sizes vary
240 pages, latch closure. 5
slightly. Leather, handmade
1/2” x 9”, (made from goat

$24.95

BBBLP449

$32.95

BBBLPOE

Seven Chakras journal
Tree of Life leather w/ latch
Beautifully illustrated
Hand tooled blank leather
throughout with images injournal with an embossed
spired by the seven chakras,
Tree of Life on both covers.
The Chakra Journal offers
Border embossing may
an invaluable guide to
vary. Sizes vary slightly.
the practices and symbolLeather, handmade paper.
ism associated with these
220 pages, latch closure.

$18.95

BBBLSEVC

$24.95

BBBLT282

Pentagram leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with embossed, interwoven pentacle & flower.
Border embossing may
vary. Sizes vary slightly.
Leather, handmade paper.
240 pages, latch closure.

$49.95

BBBLP284

Stone leather blank book w/ latch
Hand tooled lined leather
journal with embossed with
three stones and various
carvings. Border embossing
may vary. Size may vary
slightly. Leather, handmade
paper. 360 pages, latch clo-

$61.95

BBBLS549

Tree of Life leather w/ latch
Hand tooled blank leather
journal with an embossed
Tree of Life and Celtic knot
work on both covers. Border
embossing may vary. Sizes
vary slightly. Leather, handmade paper. 280 pages,

$49.95

BBBLT283

Triquetra leather w/ latch
Tree leather w/ latch
Owl in Jungle leather w/ Latch
Hand tooled lined leather
Hand tooled lined leather
Hand tooled lined leather
journal with embossed with
journal with embossed with
journal with embossed with
a triquetra. Border embossthe Tree of Life. Border
a Owl perching upon a
ing may vary. Size may
embossing may vary. Size
branch. Border embossing
vary slightly. Leather, handmay vary slightly. Leather,
may vary. Size may vary
made paper. 240 pages,
handmade paper. 360 pagslightly. Leather, handmade
latch closure. 5” x 7”, (made
es, latch closure. 10” x 13”,
paper. 192 pages, latch

$25.95

BBBLT548

leather w/ Peg Closure
A simple but handsome
leather journal closed via
a brass and strap secured
in place with a wooden
peg. Contains 120 pages
of blank, handmade, linen
parchment paper. 6” x 8”,

$29.95

BBBP615

Cherry Blossom journal
Cherry blossom unlined
journal with pages of
handmade linen parchment paper. Each Journal
has leather and is string
bound 5 x 7 inches at widest points.

$8.95

BBBU300

$64.95

BBBLT551

$16.95

BBBOIJ

Plain leather w/ snap
Sun leather w/ Latch
Hand tooled blank leather
Hand tooled lined leather
journal with an stylized butjournal with embossed
ton snap latch. Handmade with a stylized Sun. Border
sizes vary slightly. Leather,
embossing may vary. Size
handmade paper. 240
may vary slightly. Leather,
pages, latch closure. 5” x 7”,
handmade paper. 192
(made from goat leather).
pages, latch closure. 5” x 7”,

$25.95

BBBS886

$16.95

BBBSUN

Tree of Life journal
Brown Leaf journal
A finely finished red colEmbossed leaf design on the
ored journal, embossed with
cover stretching around to
a centered Tree of Life. Jourthe back of the book. Suede
nal includes: genuine leathlining on the inside it holds
er, Tree of Life ornaments
a standard six ring mini
attached to leather wrap
binder that will accept stanaround chord, that reaches
dard journal or date book

$10.95

BBBU361

$9.95

BBBU595

Green Leaf journal
Red Leaf journal
Red Compass journal
Embossed leaf design on the
Embossed leaf design on the
A finely finished journal
cover stretching around to
cover stretching around to
with a standard six ring
the back of the book. Suede
the back of the book. Suede
binder clip inside that will
lining on the inside it holds
lining on the inside it holds
accept most refill paper
a standard six ring mini
a standard six ring mini
meant for date books and
binder that will accept stanbinder that will accept stanjournals with the six ring
dard journal or date book
dard journal or date book
hole punch layout. Comes

$9.95

BBBU596

$9.95

BBBU597

$10.95

BBBU598
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Grey Compass journal
A finely finished journal
with a standard six ring
binder clip inside that will
accept most refill paper
meant for date books and
journals with the six ring
hole punch layout. Comes

$10.95

BBBU599

1 3/4” x 2” Hamsa Hand journal key chain
Perfectly detailed Hamsa
Hand on the cover of this
key chain mini journal.
Keep this close by so you
don’t miss any of your important thoughts. 1 3/4” X
2” made in India from tree

$5.95

JKHH

1 3/4” x 2” Tree of Life journal key chain
Sweet miniature journal on
a key chain so you won’t
forget those important
thoughts. This is the perfect
small version of a classic
journal. Adorned with the
Tree of Life on the cover of

$5.95

$21.95

BBBLBSL

Plant the seeds of your
future creations with this
deluxe paperback journal.
With premium quality,
cream-colored, wood-free
paper and a combination
of lined and unlined pages,

$19.95

Our most massive tome
ever with a line of 7 Chakra
stones running down the
front inside of an Indian
inspired design centered
on the cover. Embossing
at the edge and on the rear

$222.95

$5.95

$5.95

JKOWL

Journals

BBBLIAM

$19.95

BBBLDRE

$21.95

BBBLMER

$14.95

Plant the seeds of your
future creations with this
deluxe paperback journal.
With premium quality,
cream-colored, wood-free
paper and a combination
of lined and unlined pages,

BBBLSEE

JKTM

Faery journal

BBBLBSE

Created by renowned author and witch Lucy Cavendish, this deluxe illustrated
journal is filled with wisdom and inspired musings
and stories to guide you on
your own adventures into

$21.95

BBBLFAE

Mermaid’s Mirror journal
Mindfulness journal
Created by renowned
Created by artist and author
author and witch Lucy
Toni Carmine Salerno,
Cavendish, this deluxe
this Writing & Creativity
illustrated journal is full of
journal is designed to be a
profound wisdom about
sacred space for you to the
the element of water and
plant seeds of your future
the energy of the mermaids.
creations; a place to collect

$19.95

BBBLNAT

JKDC

Book of Shadows journal
For Wiccans who wish to
chart the progress of their
individual practice, jot
down dreams and aspirations, or inscribe personal
spells and rituals, the new
flexibound edition of this

$12.95
Dreamer’s Story journal
Plant the seeds of your
future creations with this
deluxe paperback journal.
With premium quality,
cream-colored, wood-free
paper and a combination
of lined and unlined pages,

Mind-Body Peace journal (hc)
This 366-day journal, filled
with inspiring quotes, tips,
and prompts, will help
you achieve deeper clarity,
serenity, and introspection.
Reduce anxiety, relieve
stress, and live a calmer,

$19.95

$5.95

BBBU613

1 3/4” x 2” Owl journal key chain
1 3/4” x 2” Triple Moon journal key chain
The miniature version of
The tiny version of our
a regular journal. Owl key
regular journals on a key
chain journal to keep handy
chain. Keep this perfect
for all those important
little journal close by so you
thoughts.
don’t forget those important thoughts. Made in
India from tree free organic

Nature’s Whispers journal
Plant the seeds of your
future creations with this
deluxe paperback journal.
With premium quality,
cream-colored, wood-free
paper and a combination
of lined and unlined pages,
Seek journal

1 3/4” x 2” Dream Catcher journal key chain
A detailed dream catcher
is on the cover of this mini
journal. Complete with
a key chain so you won’t
miss any of those important
thoughts. 1 3/4” X 2” and
made from tree free organic

JKTREE

Book of Shadows & Light journal
Created by renowned
author and witch Lucy
Cavendish, this deluxe
illustrated journal is full
of profound and magickal
wisdom about the lunar
cycles, the Wheel of the
I Am journal

7 Stone leather

BBBLPEA

$17.95

BBBLMIN

Sacred Space journal
Created by artist and author
Toni Carmine Salerno, this
Writing &amp; Creativity
journal is designed to be a
sacred space for you to the
plant seeds of your future
creations; a place to collect

$17.95

BBBLSAC

To the Wonder journal
Buddha parchment (hc)
Created by artist and author
Buddha journal made from
Toni Carmine Salerno, this
tree free organic recycled
Writing &amp; Creativity
paper. Let your word flow
journal is designed to be a
onto the paper with this
sacred space for you to the
detailed artistic Buddha
plant seeds of your future
journal.
creations; a place to collect

$17.95

BBBLWON

$9.95

BBBPBU
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Hamsa Hand parchment (hc)
Sun parchment (hc)
Triple Moon parchment (hc)
Colorfully detailed Hamsa
Sun journal made from tree
Cosmic coloring and design
Hand unlined journal.
free organic recycled unis around this whole eye
Made from tree free organic
lined paper. Colorful bright
catching journal. Keep all
recycled paper with a cord
design depicting the sun on
your thoughts closed in
binding. Let this Hamsa
the front and back of this
this journal with the tight
symbol protect all your
cord bound journal.
button closure. Triple moon
thoughts.
on cover as well as on back.

$9.95

$9.95

BBBPHH

$9.95

BBBPSUN

BBBPTM

Tree of Life parchment (hc)
Pentagram parchment (hc)
Midnight Messenger journal
Powerful artistic depiction
Beautiful journal with
An eerie depiction of
of the Tree of Life comes
matching design on both
wisdom and mysticism in
to life in this cord bound
sides. Cosmic coloring all
the artwork of Anne Stokes
journal. Made from tree
around this fun journal.
graces the covers of blank
free organic recycled paper.
Perfect size to hold all your
journal. Contains 160 blank
Root your thoughts into
important thoughts. 5” x 7”
pages and a ribbon bookthe pages of this beautiful
and made with 100% Tree
mark. 5” x 7”.

$9.95

$9.95

BBBPTREE

Wilde One journal
Quiet Reflection journal
Perfect for anyone who
A travel size hardcover
loves the wild but loyal
journal for spell, ritual,
power the pack! This jourlogging or journal work.
nal portrays a wolf head
Embossed artwork and
over a five pointed star with
metallic highlights. Comes
borders of Celtic knot work
with a place holder ribbon
embossed on its hard covsewn into the binding. 160

$13.95

$13.95

BBBU139

BBBU140

Spell Book red journal
Spell Keeper journal
A beautiful, hardcover
A travel size hardcover
blank journal featuring
journal for spell, ritual,
stunning artwork and beaulogging or journal work.
tiful colors on the covers.
Embossed artwork and
Contains 160 unlined pages.
metallic highlights. Comes
5” x 7”.
with a place holder ribbon
sewn into the binding. 160

$13.95

$13.95

BBBU145

$13.95

BBBPWP

BBBU148

Dream journal

BBBU138

A beautiful, hardcover
blank journal featuring
stunning artwork and beautiful colors on the covers.
Contains 160 unlined pages.
5” x 7”.

$13.95

BBBU144

Celtic Wolf journal
Unlined journal with ribbon
book mark and elastic fabric
closure. Paper is tan with
dyed edges to match the
binding. Cover is metallic
with embossed graphic. 160
pages.

$13.95

BBBU157

Celtic Butterfly journal
Celtic Horse journal
Birth of a Star journal
Embossed Celtic Butterfly
Embossed Celtic Horse jourRachel Anderson’s Birth of
journal, with artwork denal, with artwork designed
Star Journal with Handsigned by Brigid Ashwood.
by Brigid Ashwood. The
made Parchment Paper
The front cover is adorned
front cover is adorned with
Each Journal has a Coptic
with 2 metallic embossed
2 metallic embossed horses,
Binding with a cord button
butterflies, flying within a
flying within a centered
closure. No Leather.
centered embossed Celtic
embossed Celtic knot, with

$13.95
Hamsa journal

Hamsa Hand Journal with
Handmade Linen Parchment Paper Each Journal
has a Coptic Binding and
a button cord closure 5x7
inches No leather.

$13.95

BBBU2855

Celtic Owl journal
This Celtic Owl Journal has
a beautiful image of owls
displayed on the cover
along with a Celtic design
behind them. Handmade
parchment paper, cord
bound with elastic button

$14.95

$13.95

BBBU158

BBBU2905

Owl journal

BBBU159

Owl Journal with 80 pages
of Handmade Linen Parchment Paper Each Journal
has a Coptic Binding and
a button cord closure No
leather 5 x 7 inches.

$13.95

BBBU2856

$13.95

BBBU2852

Tree of Life journal
Brigid Ashwood’s Tree of
Life Journal with 80 pages
of Handmade Linen Parchment Paper Each Journal
has a Coptic Binding and
a button cord closure No
leather 5 x 7 inches.

$13.95

BBBU2857

Moon Cat journal
This journal will get you
writing with the image
of a black cat sitting on a
crescent moon. Filled with
handmade parchment paper
and bound by cord, elastic
button closure.

$14.95

BBBU2906
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Spells W Pen journal
Cat’s Eyes journal
This beautifully embossed
Small enough to fit in a
Spells with pen journal,
pocket or purse, the small
is designed with metallic
Cat’s Eye Journal is perfect
paper that pops detail of its
for the witch on the go, or
artwork, by renowned artas a date or address book.
ist, Luna Lakota. The front
4” x 5”, unlined.
cover is artwork is an owl

$14.95

BBBU329

$11.95

BBBUCAT

Celtic Tree journal (hc)
The hardbound Celtic Tree
Journal folds over itself
upon its front face, sealing
closed magnetically with its
seam mirror the wavy trunk
of the Celtic tree of life
design it displays. Measures

$13.95

BBBUCELT

Good Witch’s planner
Pentagram journal, (hc)
Rune journal (hc)
This 12-month perpetual
With a faux wood finish,
Nice book style rune
planner for good witches
this blank book has an interjournal. Use it in your rune
provides a place to plan
woven pentagram set upon
practices and keep track of
and track everything from
its front cover, making it
your divination answers.
daily tasks and key rituals
the perfect setting for your
Simple and powerful design
to the sacred holidays and
book of shadows, journal,
makes this a great journal
solstices on the Wheel of the
diary, or whatever else you
with an attached satin page

$12.95

BBBUGOOW

$16.95

BBBUPEN

Santa Muerte journal (hc)
Fun colorful journal with a
different picture on either
side of the cover. Keep all
your thoughts safe in this
great journal.

Starman journal (hc)
Inspired by the years-long
creative collaboration
between artist Davide De
Angelis and David Bowie,
the Starman Tarot is the
must-have tarot deck of
the year. Now the magic

$13.95

$16.95

BBBUSANM

BBBUSTA

$13.95

BBBURUN

Wiccan journal, (hc)
Marked on the front and
back with a floral patterned border and a central
Triquetra, the symbol of the
Mother, Maiden, and Crone,
this journal is perfect for
both budding and experi-

$13.95

BBBUWIC

Wiccapedia journal (hc)
Daily Spell Journal (hc)
A Book of Shadows is a
This beautiful gilded jourjournal that witches keep
nal holds an entire year of
close at hand for jotting
easy spells—for everything
down their spells—and this
from prosperity and love
beautiful keepsake edition,
to good luck and inner
by the authors of Wiccapepeace—from Wicca expert
dia, is the perfect accomand author Patti Wigington.

$16.95

BBBWIC

$14.95

BDAISPEJ
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